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Let X be a compact Riemannian manifold and let 0 = Ai < À2 < A3 < • • • be the spectrum of the Laplace operator. By a theorem of Hermann Weyl the spectral counting function (I) JV(A) = #{A?<A} satisfies a growth estimate of the form 0(X N ), so its Fourier-Stieltjes transform (II) fe iXt dN(X) = ^e ±i^i J k is a tempered distributional function of t. The classical trace formula says that the singular support of (II) is contained in the length spectrum of X. Moreover, under suitable hypotheses on geodesic flow, the trace formula gives considerable information about the singularities in (II). (See [DG and C] .)
There is a fairly straightforward (and not terribly interesting) generalization of the trace formula to vector bundles. (See, for instance, the introduction to [DG] .) We will be concerned in this article with a much more subtle generalization inspired by recent articles of Hogreve, Potthoff, and Schrader [HPS] , and Schrader and Taylor [ST] This sum is similar to the sum (I) except that it counts eigenvalues in such a way that eigenvalues for which the ratio e: y/Ê is close to r are weighted much more heavily than eigenvalues for which the ratio is far away from r. Our main result is a trace formula for the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of N^^. To formulate it we need to recall some facts about the coupling of a classical dynamical system to a Yang-Mills field. Let O e be the co-adjoint orbit in g* associated with the representation, p e , and let M e be the symplectic manifold obtained by reducing T* P with respect to O e . By a theorem of Sternberg [S] and Weinstein [W] the choice of a connection on P gives rise to a symplectic fiber mapping 7r e :M e -+T*X If H is the standard Kinetic energy Hamiltonian on T * X describing the motion of a classical particle on X when no background field is present, 7r e * H describes the motion of a classical particle (of "charge" e) when a background field is present. (See [S] .)
Now fix e and E so that e: \[Ê = r and consider the restriction to the energy surface 7r e * H = E of the Hamiltonian system on M e associated with 7r e * H. We will assume that the periodic trajectories of this system are nondegenerate and denote the set of these trajectories by T. 
THEOREM. If the function <p has compact support, the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of N<p ir (X) can be written as a locally finite sum

REMARKS. (1)
There is an analogue of (VI) for eo(£) as well, which we won't both to describe here. From it one gets a Weyl formula for the asymptotic behavior of N (Pir (X).
(2) Just as in the classical case, an analogue of the expansion (V) is true when the periodic trajectories on the 7r e * H -E energy surface form "clean" submanifolds. (See [DG, §6] .)
